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Case Study:

Cycle Lockers at Railway Stations
Cycle Lockers provide the ultimate in secure cycle parking. Lockers 
provide protection from the elements and accidental damage as well as 
thieves and are consequently much sought after, particularly by owners 
of  more expensive bicycles.

Lockers can present a security risk and the site for lockers must be 
carefully chosen. When a site is chosen some simple security steps 
should be followed:

1. It should be possible for station staff to see inside the locker.

2. Station staff should be able to open a locker if  required.

3. The user of  each locker should be identified.

4. There should be no space to push anything underneath.

5. The doors of  the lockers should be covered by CCTV.

Our Solution
The Velo-Safe locker, which we have installed at stations such as 
Lancaster and Filton Abbeywood, provides secure storage for 
individual bikes in a unique space-saving design. Velo-Safe can 
accommodate any single seater bike and its wedge shape can be 
arranged in many ways, e.g. 5 in a corner, 20 in a circle or back-to-back.

The lockers at Filton Abbeywood were funded as part of  the Cycling 
City project. The lockers are well located and provide secure storage 
in a modern and attractive design. The lockers are for hire to regular 
users for a small annual charge and a key deposit.

The BikeAway Locker parks the bicycle vertically. These lockers 
require the front wheel of  the bike to be lifted into a vertical position 
but offer a reduced footprint that is well suited to narrower sites.    
We have installed BikeAway lockers at many stations around the UK.

Both lockers can be provided either with integrated locks or ready 
to take a user-provided padlock with a special over-ride master key 
for the station operator. View-through panels or perforations allow 
inspection of  the locker contents.

Our recently launched locker management service can eliminate the 
overhead of  key management and locker maintenance.
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